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Republican Jews top donors to Iran sanctions think tank

Formerly bipartisan Foundation for Defense of Democracies now
draws key contributions from Jewish GOP supporters
August 7, 2013, 4:42 pm
WASHINGTON (JTA) — The three
All three are active in the
After its establishment in 2001, the
top donors to the Foundation for
Republican Jewish Coalition and
Foundation
for
Defense
of
Defense
of
Democracies,
the
donate to other Jewish causes.
Democracies
had
bipartisan
leading think tank advocating for
Marcus, who filmed an anti-Obama
support, but it lost a number of its
Iran sanctions, are top Republican
ad for the Republican Jewish
Democratic backers in 2008 when a
Jewish fundraisers.
Coalition last year, helped found the
similarly named group founded by
A review of the Foundation for
Israel Democracy Institute; Adelson
foundation President Clifford May
Defense of Democracies’ financial
is a major funder of Birthright
ran ads targeting congressional
filings published this week by Salon,
Israel; and Singer is a board
Democrats
for
not
favoring
an online magazine, found that
member of the Jewish Institute for
expanded government espionage
between 2008 and 2011, Bernard
National Security Affairs.
powers.
Marcus, the founder of Home
The foundation has taken a lead
http://www.timesofisrael.com/rep
Depot, had given the foundation
role in recent years in drafting Iran
ublican-jews-top-donors-to-irannearly $11 million; Paul Singer, a
sanctions legislation, although its
sanctions-think-tank/
hedge-fund billionaire, had given
officials have mostly stayed out of
$3.6 million; and Sheldon Adelson,
the battles between Congress and
the casino magnate, had donated
the Obama administration over how
about $1.5 million.
and when to apply them.
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The British Press does not tire of HIM!
*****

Hitler's personal address book listing him as a writer
discovered in personal collection belonging to his housekeeper
By ULLA KLOSTER, PUBLISHED: 17:35 GMT, 5 August 2013 | UPDATED: 18:04 GMT, 5 August 2013





The document was signed and dated December 19, 1931, by Adolf Hitler
Hitler is listed on page 413 as a writer because of his book Mein Kampf
The book was a best seller and gave him a decent income while in Munich

Adolf Hitler’s personal address book for Munich that
lists him as a writer has emerged for sale.
The document comes with the original receipt dated
December 19, 1931 and the Nazi leader has also signed
and dated it.

Also loosely inserted is a printed circular letter,
addressed in typescript to Hitler, offering various
different versions of the book.
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Dial Hitler! Address book for the town of Munich and the surrounding area, 1932. Adolf Hitler's personal address
book for Munich as the Nazi party was growing
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In the 1932 directory Hitler is listed
on page 413 as ‘schriftsteller’ writer - because of the publication
of his book Mein Kampf, My
Struggle.
That book is partly autobiographical
and partly ideology, started by

Hitler when he was in prison for
what he considered to be political
crimes after his failed Putsch, or
coup, in Munich in November 1923.
Mein Kampf was published two
years later. Then he started to build
a network of contacts around him

for his next attempt to gain control
of Germany.
His address, in the contacts book, is
listed as 16,2 Prinzregentplatz and
the directory came from the
personal
collection
of
Hitler’s
housekeeper, Annie Brunner.

In the book: Hitler Adolf Writer Prinzregentenplatz 16,2 - his entry in the Munich address book up for
sale in Shropshire

Under the hammer: the address book and a post card inserted (pictured here) from the Fuhrer.
The book with its cards is expected to sell for £5,000
It was, however, damaged in October 1943 and largely
when it goes under the hammer at Mullock's auction
destroyed in an allied bombing raid late in World War
house in Ludlow, Shropshire
II. The rubble was cleared away in 1947, leaving an
The book was important, as the Nazi party expanded its
empty lot.
membership base in the early Thirties - all part of
Hitler committed suicide in his Berlin bunker by gunshot
Hitler's plan to take control of the country.
on 30 April 1945. His wife Eva Braun also killed herself
His office was at the National Socialist Party's HQ, The
with him by ingesting cyanide.
Brown House in Munich, named after the colour of the
The Munich address book was part of a collection given
party uniforms.
by Hitler to his housekeeper Annie that the German
Also at the Brown House were Heinrich Himmler,
government tried to obtain for the State.
Hermann Göring, Rudolf Hess.
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The Nazi party's headquarters in Munich from where Hitler was building his power base
- the Munich address book was key in his campaign to lead the country

Annie fought to retain it and won a legal battle. It has
since passed down to a private German collector who is
now selling it.
The document is expected to make up to £5,000 when
it goes under the hammer at a Richard WestwoodBrookes sale in association with Mullock’s auction house
in Ludlow, Shropshire.
Mr Westwood-Brookes said: 'This is a unique document
that was owned by Hitler when he lived in Munich in
1931.
'In it are several letters from the publishers and it also
contains Hitler’s signature.
'It is a valuable historical item that lists Hitler as a
writer because of the release of Mein Kampf.
'The book was a best seller and gave its author a
decent income and during the year he bought the
directory the Nazis were growing quickly and were the
second largest party in Germany.
'While Hitler lived at the address given in the directory,
the Nazi HQ was the Brown House in Munich.
'I’m sure there will be a great deal of interest in this
fascinating historical document.'
In his heyday: Hitler, who committed suicide in his
Berlin bunker by gunshot on 30 April 1945.
[This suicide is now questionable, i.e. think of the
recent political deaths of Milosevich, Hussein, Gaddafi,
= even add to that Kennedy, Luther-King, etc., and add
to that the likelihood that Hitler had a relationship with
Winifred Wagner – from before 1930 and until 1945;

then the story of his marriage to Eva Braun, his Last Will
and Testament, etc. would fit into the pattern of
creating myths and legends that enabled a tracking of
die-hard National Socialists as they clung to hope, i.e.
the myth of Colonia Dignidad and the UFOs at the South
Pole. – ed. AI.]
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Hitler's signature from 1931 in the Munich contacts book up for sale

A letter to the 'Sehr Geehrte Herr Adolf Hitler' - left in the Munich address book
More...
Hitler in colour: Rare pictures of the Führer shot by personal photographer who buried them after
WWII to hide his link to the Nazis
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2384964/Adolf-Hitlers-address-book-discovered-personalcollection-belonging-housekeeper.html#ixzz2bGRrrsWu
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook
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Mercedes apologises to Noongar people

Malandirri McCarthy reporting, published on 1 August 2013
The head of Mercedes Benz in Australia has travelled to Western Australia's iconic Wave Rock, to
apologise for a stunt that upset the site's traditional owners the Noongar people.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rS5J6fD8UF0&feature=c4overview&list=UUuuTCooIMbBFHNbPcSS70uw
To General Manager MB Australia
Horst Von Senden:

*******
Anthropophagitism
in
the
Antipodes or Cannibalism in
Australia, wrote:
"Another cannibal feast took placed
a little after that, within a mile of
the town of Maryborough. In this
case it was a woman. The
circumstances as related to me by
undoubted, good authority were as
follows: A resident of the town had
in their employ a young gin as a
domestic servant, who was in the
habit of riding to a place out of
town for butter; and there were two
young blacks who wanted to get her
for a wife, and she did not want
either of them, or was coquetting
with the two of them. So, one
morning one of these fellows
waylaid her on the road and
speared her, and that night the two

blacks with their friends roasted
and ate her, and that's how their
rivalry was settled. The manner of
roasting the body was this: A large
fire was made, and when nearly
burnt down, four fork sticks were
stuck in the ground round the fire,
and two green poles were laid with
them, and across these poles were
placed cross sticks of green wood,
on top of which the body was laid
over the hot embers, and it was
turned about till cooked."
Worth dipping into, but obviously
you can't use any of it, however,
but this was just a morsel, sorry, to
whet the appetite.
Sincerely
Michael Mazur –
mazur@iinet.net.au

Sir:
Why apologise to the Noongar
people, let alone go visit them? I
raise this for two reasons:
1. You had already obtained
permission
from
the
person
entrusted with the guardianship of
the sacred site to use the rock wave
as a backdrop, hence it is that
person who is answerable to the
Noongar people, not Mercedes Benz
Australia.
2. The notion of a sacred site is
bogus because the aboriginals
across Australia until the late 1800s
were cannibals, as compiled in 1997
by one James Cooke RN Rtd, using
that as a pseudonym for he feared
for his safety, who at p 141 of his
247-page
book,
___________________________________________________

'Hitler Apologist' Historian David Irving to Hold Himmler Talk
By DOMINIC GOVER, August 6, 2013 1:15 PM GMT

Historian David Irving, whose views on the Holocaust landed him in jail
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Controversial historian David Irving is to hold a talk on SS
chief Heinrich Himmler later this month.
Irving, who has served time in jail in Austria for holocaust
denial, will address audiences in Newcastle Upon Tyne and
then Edinburgh, Scotland, on 27 and 28 August.
Promotional material for the talks on Irving's website includes
the 75-year-old visiting Himmler's field headquarters and also
the home in which the prominent Nazi died.
The events are likely to draw protests from far-left groups
which call Irving a Nazi sympathiser for comments he made
about the genocide of Jews by the Nazi regime during World
War II.
Security around Irving's talks are tight, with information on
the venue only being released close to the date in a bid to foil
protests.
A group named The North East Anti Fascists has vowed to
picket the Newcastle event in protest against Irving, in what it
calls a display of "direct action against Nazi apologists."
A post on its Facebook page - which features the 'black flag'
anarchist logo, reads: "NEAF thinks all anti-fascists and antinazis will want to give him [Irving] a reception he won't
forget."

Unite Against Fascism protesters picket Irving at Oxford
University in 2007
Irving is controversial for his insistence that Adolf Hitler did
not orchestrate the murder of around 6 million Jews in
concentration camps and pogroms during the Third Reich.
Irving, 75, was jailed in Hitler's country of origin after pleading
guilty to denying that the Nazis inflicted mass genocide upon
the Jewish people.
He later withdraw the comment, but continued to claim the
death toll was much lower than the commonly accepted figure
of 6 million. Irving also claimed only two gas chambers were
used by the Nazis and that the chambers at the notorious
Auschwitz camp were built for propaganda purposes after
1945.
Public appearances by Irving have witnessed stormy protests
and disorder in the past. Far-left demonstrators descended on
Oxford University when Irving and British National Party leader
Nick Griffin shared a stage for a debate on free speech in
2007.
A Police Scotland spokesperson said: "Police in Edinburgh will
be monitoring the situation and will have an appropriate
response if needed."
To report problems or to leave feedback about this article, email:d.gover@ibtimes.co.uk
To contact the editor, e-mail: editor@ibtimes.co.uk
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/articles/497191/20130806/davidirving-hitler-holocaust-talks.htm
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The Holocaust ambassadors asked to ensure that the crime is never forgotten

How one charity is sending British children to Israel for an education in
genocide that they can take home
In the early 1940s, Hannah Lewis
was an ordinary young girl.
She was also Jewish. With her
family, she was sent to the Nazi
concentration camp in what is now
Adampol in eastern Poland. Only Ms
Lewis – now in her mid-seventies –
and her father survived. During her
time in the camp, she witnessed
first-hand the murder of many
people, including the fatal shooting
of her own mother.
Nearly 70 years after the horrors of
the Holocaust were uncovered it is
impossible to imagine mass murder
of
such
an
industrial
scale,
impossible to imagine the evil that

Alistair Dawber, Sunday, 28 July 2013
Ms Lewis and those like her
Groups like Greece’s Golden Dawn
witnessed
and
impossible
to
party, which attracts support from
imagine that it could ever happen
the
victims
of the country’s
again.
economic disaster and, indeed,
But Ms Lewis is worried: “It was an
increasingly
prominent
far-right
incomparable crime, but it was not
groups in the UK, continue to
committed by ignorant people,” she
attract support. Many are now
says. “When I speak about the
operating across the Continent,
Holocaust to school children and
encouraging people with their
other groups, people often say to
message that the malaise is the
me, ‘You must hate Hitler and the
fault of immigrants and foreigners.
blackshirts who did this’. But the
“The situation in Europe today is
people who sat down with Hitler
terrifying,” Ms Lewis says. “It is as
and planned it were doctors and
if we are programmed to do the
lawyers, teachers and academics. It
same things all over again. We
was well dressed.” Today in Europe,
seem to be like lemmings.”
the far right is on the rise again.
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The Holocaust Education Trust, a
“I don’t know what I expected: I’d
Holocaust studies and hopefully end
British charity, works with people
read a lot about it, but it’s not really
up working for the trust.”
like Ms Lewis to ensure that the
something
you
can
properly
The trust’s ambition of keeping the
memory of the Holocaust is not
understand until you’ve been there.
memory alive appears to be in safe
forgotten. Last week, it sent a
I wanted to apply what I’d learned
hands with the likes of Shaun and
group of young “ambassadors” to
to
modern-day issues because
Imogen, but it has also attracted a
Jerusalem to learn more about the
visiting the camps and working with
number of celebrity backers, from
Shoah – the Hebrew term for the
the trust gives you grounding in
Lord Browne, the former chief
Holocaust – and to spread the
humanity. As much as it is was
executive of BP, whose own mother
message when they get home.
Jewish event, it was also a human
was a Holocaust survivor, to the
The young men and women, whose
event. I connect with this because
BBC’s
political
editor,
Nick
ages range from between about 16
the people were just normal people.
Robinson.
and 25, have all volunteered to get
You don’t have to be Jewish to want
“They are certainly impressive
involved in the charity and give up
to understand it. You look at the
young people,” says Hannah Lewis,
their free time to listen to the likes
pictures of the people who died,
who has met a number of the
of Ms Lewis and pass on her
and think, ‘That could be my family,
ambassadors and spoke to the
message when they speak at their
my friends. It could have been
group that came to Jerusalem last
universities and colleges.
me’.”
week. “I never really thought that
It’s not quite what you might
Imogen Dalziel, a 21-year-old from
my story was particularly incredible,
expect. The group The Independent
London, has had her entire ambition
but it’s all coming up again. I
met
at
Jerusalem’s
Holocaust
reshaped by the work of the trust
should have started telling it years
museum, Yad Vashem, are not
and her own research into the
ago.”
Jewish, and have no family links to
Holocaust. A recent psychology
the tragedy.
graduate
from
Birmingham
http://www.independent.co.uk/ne
They are, however, a bright and
University, she intends to go back
ws/world/middle-east/theinquisitive bunch of young people
to college in the autumn to study
holocaust-ambassadors-asked-towho want to learn more about what
the Holocaust specifically.
ensure-that-the-crime-is-neverhappened.
“At
school,
we
studied
the
forgotten-8735611.html
Shaun Palmer, a 17-year-old from
Holocaust from reading a textbook
Manchester who is eagerly awaiting
and seeing statistics, but when we
his A-level results with the hope of
actually visited – well, it was
studying to become a vet, has
certainly the wrong preparation: I
invested lots of his own time in an
was
emotionally
exhausted,
I
attempt to learn more.
couldn’t take it all in. I got involved
“During my sixth-form there was an
because I wanted to learn more.
opportunity at school to visit
The project has changed my entire
Auschwitz, but it was cancelled the
plans for my future – I’m going
year I was supposed to go,” Shaun
back to university to do a course in
says. “I went with the trust instead.
______________________________________________________

Group denounces Farrakhan's
anti-Semitic comments in Detroit church
By
The leading Jewish civil rights group
in the U.S. slammed anti-Semitic
comments made in a Detroit church
by Minister Louis Farrakhan, the
head of the Nation of Islam. The
Anti-Defamation League is also
calling upon Detroit leaders who
invited Farrakhan and hosted his
talks last week in Detroit to
condemn his remarks.

Niraj Warikoo, 8:17 PM, May 22, 2013
At Fellowship Chapel in Detroit,
Attending Farrakhan’s speech were
Farrakhan
railed
Friday
the pastor of the church, Rev.
night against
what
he
called
Wendell Anthony, who heads the
“Satanic Jews” and the “Synagogue
Detroit Branch NAACP; U.S. Rep.
of Satan,” which he said controlled
John Conyers, a Democrat from
major institutions in the U.S. He
Detroit; Detroit City Councilwoman
also alleged that President Barack
JoAnn Watson, and other religious
Obama “surrounded himself with
and political leaders.
Satan ... members of the Jewish
community.”
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Minister Louis Farrakhan, the head of the Nation of Islam, spoke at two events in Detroit last week.
During his trip to Detroit, Farrakhan
with a long history of promoting
Chapel event included the church’s
also
spoke
before
the
City
anti-Semitism and racism is not the
leader, Rev. Wendell Anthony, who
Council and
at
New
Destiny
solution.” In announcing his Detroit
also serves as President of the
Christian Fellowship Church.
visit last month, Farrakhan said of
Detroit branch of the NAACP, Rep.
“It is deeply disappointing that so
white people: “Genetically, you are
John Conyers (D-Michigan) and
many Detroit leaders are apparently
inferior.”
Detroit City Councilwoman JoAnn
so willing to turn a blind eye to
Anthony, Watson, Conyers and
Watson. According to the Detroit
Farrakhan’s anti-Semitism,” said
Farrakhan’s office did not return
Free Press, “Conyers and Watson
Heidi Budaj, regional director of the
today seeking comment.
nodded
in
agreement
during
Michigan branch of the AntiContact Niraj Warikoo: 313-223Farrakhan’s remarks.”
Defamation League. “Where are the
4792, nwarikoo@freepress.com, or
voices in our community who are
on https://twitter.com/nwarikoo
willing to stand up and say ‘no’ to
racism and anti-Semitism?”
******
Started in Detroit in the 1930s, the
Nation of Islam leader Louis
Nation of Islam is now based in
Farrakhan trashes Jews in a Detroit
Chicago, but its message of black
Church,
Democrat
leaders
in
nationalism is still popular in
audience
seen
nodding
in
Detroit,
where
83%
of
the
agreement
population is African American.
Rep. John Conyers (D-MI) and
Typical
of
most
Farrakhan
Farrakhan’s last visit to Detroit, in
Detroit City Councilwoman JoAnn
speeches,
2007, drew about 50,000 people to
Watson were in the audience when
Farrakhan referred to “Satanic
Ford Field.
screwy Louie
Farrakhan
was
Jews” and the “Synagogue of
The
Anti-Defamation
League’s
delivering
blatantly anti-Semitic
Satan”
controlling
America’s
statement this week was based on
statements, using terms such as
government
and
other
sectors,
a Free Press report on Farrakhan’s
“Satanic Jews” and the “Synagogue
reportedly stating that President
talk Friday night.
of Satan,” during a speech.
Barack Obama “surrounded himself
Budaj said that although “we
with Satan…members of the Jewish
acknowledge
the
significant
The Blaze According to the ADL and
community.”
challenges
that
Detroit
faces,
the Detroit
Free
Press,
those
providing a platform to an individual
present at the May 17th Fellowship
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Satan…Satan has devoured much of
humanity.”

Farrakhan also said that the Jewish
people
“have
mastered
the
civilization
now,
but
they’ve
mastered it in evil… Who’s the
owner of Hollywood that creates
images and makes the people think
that what is created on the screen
is the way we should live? That’s

media, the same people who are
the publishers the same people who
are the distributors, the same
Synagogue of Satan, and they put
you before the world in this
disgraceful matter.”
http://www.barenakedislam.com/2
013/05/22/nation-of-islam-leaderlouis-farrakhan-trashes-jews-in-adetroit-church-democrat-leaders-inaudience-seen-nodding-inagreement/

http://hurt2healingmag.com/

“The people that own Hollywood,”
Farrakhan added, are “the same
people that control your press, the
same people that control your
________________________________________________________

Former Turkish Army Head Jailed For Life Over Conspiracy
Adam Justice, Mon, 05 Aug 2013 15:45

A Turkish court on Monday
(August 5) sentenced a former
military commander to life in
prison and dozens of others
including opposition members of
parliament to long terms for
plotting
against
the
government, in a case that has
exposed deep divisions in the
country.
Retired military chief of staff
General
Ilker
Basbug
was
sentenced to life for his role in
the "Ergenekon" conspiracy to
overthrow the government of
Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan.

Announcing verdicts on the
nearly 300 defendants in the
case, the judges also sentenced
three serving parliamentarians
from the opposition Republican
People's Party (CHP) to between
12 and 35 years in prison.
Main
opposition
Republican
People's Party (CHP) deputy and
journalist Mustafa Balbay was
sentenced to 34 years and eight
months in prison.
Prosecutors say an alleged
network
of
secular
archnationalists,
code-named
Ergenekon,
pursued
extrajudicial killings and bombings in

order to trigger a military coup,
an
example
of
the
antidemocratic
forces
which
Erdogan says his Islamistrooted AK Party has fought to
stamp out.
Critics, including the main
opposition party, have said the
charges are trumped up, aimed
at stifling opposition and taming
the
secularist
establishment
which has long dominated
Turkey.
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/politicsvideos-news/3220/turkey-formerarmy-head-jailed-for-life-ilkerbasbug-life-sentence.html
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Russian political prisoners in the Russian Federation
Pyotr Antonov
The Occidental Observer, 06 Aug 2013 11:11 AM PDT
Edited and translated by Roman Frolov
When reporting about the problem
been imprisoned during last several
of political persecution, in which —
of political prisoners in Russia, mass
years for the sole ‘crime’ of being
importantly — the accused did not
media in Russia and abroad almost
publically
active
Russian
confess and refused to collaborate
exclusively
focus
on
Mikhail
Nationalists. Here I briefly describe
with the prosecution.
Khodorkovsky, the late Sergei
the history of the latest unlawful
An approximate number of Russian
Magnitsky and the “prisoners of
persecution of Russian Nationalists
Nationalists imprisoned during the
May 6, 2012”. This creates an
and
Russian
Nationalist
last decade is around two thousand.
impression that the list of victims of
organizations
in
the
Russian
Most of them are young Russians,
political persecutions in Russia is
Federation. The names and events
convicted under the notorious
limited by these people. However,
described in this article are by no
Article 282 of the Penal Code
in truth this is only the tip of the
means comprehensive; they include
(“incitement to racial hatred,” also
iceberg. Many, many others have
only the most publicized instances
colloquially known as the ‘Russian
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Article’ or ‘hatespeech’), usually in
aftermath of conflicts with Central
Asians or Caucasians.
During the Yeltsin period, Russian
nationalists
were
routinely
slandered as ‘fascists’ in the media,
and all possible means (mostly
electoral fraud) were employed to
prevent Nationalists from entering
elected state offices. However,
people were not jailed for their
views. As a result, by using meager
but actually working mechanisms of
political democracy, Nationalists on
occasions were able to break
through all the barriers and get
elected. For example, there were
several Nationalist deputies in the
Supreme Soviet of the Russian
SFSR such as Nikolai Pavlov, Ilya
Konstantinov, Mikhail Astafiev and
Vladimir Morokin. Later in different
convocations of the Russian State
Duma the national interests of
Russians were represented and
advocated by such people as Nikolai
Lysenko, Sergei Baburin, Nikolai
Greshnevikov
and
Nikolai
Kuryanovich.
In
the
regional
parliaments,
there
were
such
prominent Russian Nationalists as
Aleksandr Turik (Irkutsk) and Igor
Artemov (Vladimir), among others.
The situation changed dramatically
when Putin has taken over.
Several Russian military officers
became the first victims of political
persecution along ethnic lines. In
2007 (the trials began in 2003),
two military officers, lieutenant
Sergei Arakcheev and first
lieutenant Evgeny Khudyakov
were convicted for crimes they
apparently did not commit as they
were twice acquitted previously on
the same charges, first by military
tribunal and then by jury trial. Both
acquittals were overturned by the
Supreme Court on formal pretexts.
It’s
noteworthy
that
Ramsan
Kadyrov, the current President of
Chechnya and a former Chechen
rebel, who publically boasted that
he “killed his first Russian at the
age of 16” [which by chronology
implies that this happened long
before the onset of the First

Chechen war, that is, during the
period of genocide-scale ethnic
cleansing
of
Russians
from
Chechnya,
1991–1994],
commented on this acquittal by
saying that “the initial cause of the
acquittal was the jury’s failure to
fully understand the will of my
[Chechen] people in this criminal
case.”
Another Russian officer, the late
colonel and Hero of Russia Yuri
Budanov [murdered in 2011 by
Chechen killers], can also be
considered a political prisoner. His
criminal case was in our opinion
trumped-up
under
apparent
pressure from Chechen extremists.
The case is full of ethnic hatred
toward Russians.
In 2005 two Russian public activists
from Moscow, Vladimir Vlasov
and Mikhail Klevachov, were first
arrested and then sentenced to long
prison terms (18 and 20 years,
respectively). In the absence of any
direct evidence they were charged
with an attempt to blow up a
Moscow-Grozny passenger train on
June
12,
2005.
As
in
the
Arakcheev-Khudyakov affair, the
accused were initially acquitted by
jury trial, but the acquittal was
repelled by the Supreme Court on
the formal pretext of an out-ofcourtroom contact between a jury
member and a member of defense
team (the jury member simply
asked
the
attorney
for
the
directions to the courtroom).
At the same time, reprisals began
against journalists and editors of
Russian patriotic newspapers. In
2006, a criminal case was opened
against the editor of “Moskovskie
Vorota” [Moscow Gates] newspaper
(city of Obninsk in Kaluga oblast),
father-of-seven Igor Kulebyakin. He
was accused of ‘incitement of
hatred’ (articles 280, 282 of the
Penal Code). He was arrested but
then released under a written
pledge not to leave town for the
period of trial. Over the course of
the trial additional accusations of
“establishing an extremist group”
have
been
put
forward
by

prosecution. After the accusatory
bias of the judges and their
partiality
became
apparent,
Kulebyakin fled. Since then he is on
the wanted list in Russia.
Russian patriotic journalists have
been
targeted
for
political
prosecution. In 2012, Aleksandr
Dzikovitsky,
the
editor
of
newspaper “Kazachiy Vzglyad” [The
Cossack’s Opinion] was sentenced
to one year in prison for ‘incitement
of hatred’ (articles 280, 282). In
Chita, the trial of the editor of the
newspaper “Russkoye Zabaikalye”
[Russian
Trans-Baikal
Region]
Aleksandr
Yaremenko
was
underway for several years until the
period of limitation for the ‘crime’ —
newspaper article publication — had
expired and the case was dropped.
In Novosibirsk, the journalist of the
newspaper “Otchisna” [Fatherland]
Victor
Novikov
was
similarly
persecuted in 2007.
In 2006 the Kazan branch of
Russian
National
Unity [a
nationalist political party] was
crushed by authorities. The head of
the branch, Ekaterina Melnikova, a
teacher in a children’s activity
center, was sentenced to 7 years
for active participation in this
oppositional political movement.
Other members of the organization
— Oleg Ukhanisov, Leonid Kislinsky,
Anton
Dukhnovich
—
were
sentenced to jail terms ranging
from half a year to 4 years.
Political
persecution
gathered
momentum. In 2011, an activist of
the
“Northern
Brotherhood”
movement, Anton Mukhachev who
established a flourishing business of
manufacturing
construction
materials was jailed for 9 years for
“establishing an extremist group”
(article 282.1) and nonexistent
economic crimes. Pyotr Khomyakov,
the ideologist of the “Brotherhood”
was sentenced to 4 years; he
managed to secure ‘mitigation of
sentence’
as
he
obviously
collaborated
with
FSB
during
investigation.
In 2010, Konstantin Dushenov, a
prominent advocate of Russian
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Orthodox Christianity and a political
activist from St. Petersburg, was
sentenced to 3 years for producing
patriotic documentaries. After two
years of imprisonment he suddenly
started writing repentant articles
expressing support for Putin and as
a result his sentence was slashed
and he was paroled. However, this
does not negate the fact that his
persecution
was
completely
political.
In 2010–2013 political persecution
was launched against the members
of
“Russian
All-National
Movement”
(RONS).
Criminal
proceedings were opened against
Aleksandr
Tundikov
and
Igor
Artemov (Vladimir oblast), Vasiliy
Kryukov (Izhevsk), Aleksey Kutalo
and Tatyana Kungurova (Rostovon-Don). In 2012 Aleksey Kutalo,
who from 2008 to 2010 was the
leader of RONS in Vladimir and on
numerous
occasions
was
intimidated by the secret services,
was arrested “under suspicion of
participation
in
a
proscribed
extremist organization” and spent 3
months in detention. After release
on bail and realizing the full extent
of prosecutorial bias, he fled the
country and currently lives in
emigration, like many other public
activists of RONS charged with
crimes under articles 280 and 282.
Similarly,
activists
of
the
Movement
Against
Illegal
Immigration (DPNI), such as
Vladimir Basmanov and Sofya
Budnikova, were forced to leave the
country due to persecution. The
leader of DPNI Aleksandr Belov was
sentenced to a 1 year suspended
sentence under Article 282).
In 2010-2011 the major national
organizations
of
Russian
Nationalists
RONS,
DPNI
and
“Slavyanskiy Soyuz” have been
proscribed after outrageously unfair
and, in the case of the RONS,
apparently fraudulent court trials.
This
in
essence
resulted
in
outlawing of the entire oppositional
Russian
Nationalist
movement.
Curiously, when RONS appealed at
the European Court of Human

Rights
against
the
unlawful
prohibition, the European judges
dismissed the claim, stating in
effect that prohibiting Nationalist
organizations by Putin’s regime is a
good thing.
In the spring of 2012 in Moscow a
young Russian Nationalist leader
Daniil Konstantinov, the son of a
prominent Russian politician, the
above-mentioned Ilya Konstantinov,
was arrested on suspicion of
committing a random street knife
murder. The charge is fraudulent
and outrageous as Daniil has an
absolute alibi — at the time of the
murder (December 5, 2011) he was
celebrating his mother’s birthday in
a large company at a public place in
the opposite part of Moscow, with
many witnesses providing evidence
in his defense. At the same time, all
the prosecution evidence is based
on the ‘testimony’ of a thief and
drug addict, A. Sofronov, who
during the week prior to the
interrogation on the murder case
committed
four
aggravated
burglaries and during the week
after his ‘identification’ of Daniil as
the criminal committed five more
burglaries. However, Daniil’s alibi
was ignored by both prosecutors
and the judge over the entire
course of interrogation and Daniil
has spent a year and half in
detention. The court trial started
last week.
Meanwhile, the recidivist thief
‘witness’ Sofronov was not jailed at
all. For nine aggravated burglaries
he received a suspended sentence
of three and half years (an
unprecedentedly mild sentence by
Russian standards). Furthermore, in
another
unprecedented
development, the murder case is
investigated not by the criminal
police but by the political police
(“anti-extremist police force”).
Many share the opinion that this is
the most outrageous political case
in the history of modern Russia.
Daniil himself asserts that his
persecution is revenge for his
outright refusal to become an
informant for the political police.

Needless to say, diehard liberal
media such as the newspaper
Novaya Gazeta ignore this case as
it involves persecution of a Russian
Nationalist.
Another groundbreaking case was
the trial of Nikita Tikhonov and
his girlfriend Evgeniya Khasis
who were accused of murder of
S. Markelov, the liberal ‘anti-fascist’
attorney, and
A. Baburova, the
would-be journalist of Novaya
Gazeta. All independent experts and
even some friends of the deceased
claim that the murder charges were
trumped-up and that the trial was
extremely prejudiced against the
nationalist couple. Tikhonov has
been sentenced to life in prison
while Khasis in the absence of any
real evidence against her was
sentenced to 18 years in jail.
Interestingly, in this case Novaya
Gazeta served as a mouthpiece for
the
prosecution,
producing
uncritical and accusative material
[translator’s note: I have been in
touch with one of the journalists of
Novaya Gazeta who reported on the
case. He promised that after the
end of the trial a comprehensive
analytical
article
will
appear
examining all aspects of the trial,
including apparent pressure on the
jury, which allegedly was forced to
change its exonerating verdict for
accusatory one. No such analysis
has ever appeared in Novaya
Gazeta after the sentencing.].
Other recent highly-publicized cases
involved accusations and trials of
two
highly
respected
Russian
military officers and staunch critics
of Putin’s regime, the colonels
Vladimir Kvachkov (Moscow) and
Leonid Khabarov (Ekaterinburg).
In two separate cases they were
accused of preparing military coups,
although no real evidence was
produced by the prosecution in
either case. Both colonels were
retired officers and lacked any,
even purely theoretical, capacity for
preparing
a
military
uprising.
Vladimir Kvachkov was sentenced
to 13 years and Leonid Khabarov to
4 years of imprisonment. Among
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others sentenced in these cases
were Aleksandr Kiselev from St.
Petersburg (11 years) and Victor
Kralin
from
Ekaterinburg
(2.5
years).
Russian
Nationalist
leader Konstantin Krylov, who is
a prominent and very influential
Russian intellectual and writer as
well as the chief editor of the
magazine
Voprosy
,
Nationalizma, was sentenced to
120 hours of correctional labor
(Article 282) for his words during a
public speech at a rally in 2011
against paying what amounts to defacto
governmental
tribute
to
Muslim republics of the North
Caucasus (Dagestan, Chechnya,
Ingushetia).
Literally,
he
was
sentenced for the phrase “It is time
to end this weird economic model”,
which was considered by the
‘experts’ of the prosecution as
incitement to hatred. According to a

new Russian law, even such mild
conviction prevents Krylov from
participating in any official elections
or leading any political party, which
appears to be the main reason for
such
prosecutions
against
opposition
leaders
in
Russia
nowadays.
In
addition,
several
young
Nationalists
were
recently
sentenced in a trial stemming from
the Manezhnaya Square riot
which occurred
in Moscow in
December of 2010. This incident
involved
young
Russians
who
staged a mass protest against the
stranglehold of ethnic criminal
networks from the North Caucasus
in Moscow and their apparent
protection by police. This particular
incident was triggered by cruel
street murder of Egor Sviridov, a
Russian fan of the “Spartacus”
soccer club, by a group of migrants
from the North Caucasus and their

subsequent release from police
detention within hours after the
crime.
A
Russian
Nationalist
Yaroslav Belousov is currently
under arrest in connection with the
so-called Bolotnaya Square case. In
2012 the head of Sakhalin branch
of
“Slavyanskiy
Soyuz”
Ivan
Rozenko was sentenced to 4 years
in jail.
Pyotr Antonov is a member of
RONS
whose
leader
Igor
Artemov. Mr. Artemov’s articles
have previously appeared on
this website.
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.
net/2013/08/russian-politicalprisonersintherussianfederation/?ut
m_source=feedburner&utm_mediu
m=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A
+theoccidentalobserver%2Ffeed+%
28The+Occidental+Observer%29

_______________________

Former Pope unfairly criticised by Jewish lobby: Fischer

Barney Zwartz, Religion editor, The Age, August 4, 2013

Tim Fischer. Photo: Alex Ellinghausen
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The New York Jewish lobby has unfairly blackened the
name of World War II pope Pius XII in the interests of a
modern political agenda and needs to be challenged,
former Australian deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer
has charged.
Pius has been criticised for not doing enough to protect
Jews during the Holocaust, but Mr Fischer argues in a
book launched in Melbourne on Friday that he did save
Jews "and gets zero credit".
Mr Fischer, Australian ambassador to the Holy See for
three years from 2008, told Fairfax Media the Jewish
lobby needed momentum and profile and had become
increasingly shrill in condemning Pius XII.

Pope Pius XII Photo: AFP

In fact, according to Mr Fischer, Pius instructed
Catholics to help Jews, hiding hundreds in convents,
monasteries and the Vatican. The Nazis rounded up
1002 of Rome's 8000 Jews in 1943 and sent them to
Auschwitz, but the other 7000 were saved.
In the book, Holy See, Unholy Me: 1000 Days in Rome,
Mr Fischer says an Israeli ambassador who called for a

recognition of the live-saving work of Pius XII was
quickly forced into a humiliating backdown.
"Further, the moment any suggestion is made to
consider Pius XII for beatification and sainthood, they
hit out at close to full power and use all media avenues
to stamp it out."
Reports from the Vatican this week suggest Pope
Francis wants to move ahead with canonising Pius.
Identifying Melbourne-educated Israeli spokesman Mark
Regev as a key figure, Mr Fischer writes that the Jewish
lobby's media skills far outweigh the Vatican's and
suggests the tactics "are about representing a cause
and maintaining influence and power.
"The American Jewish lobby is run by hardliners who
get their daily feed from Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, and
will cut no slack in terms of Israel's policies in the West
Bank."
Mr Fischer says the biggest disaster for Rome's wartime Jewish community was the split between pro and
anti-Fascist factions. "That broke down the unity when
it was most needed, as the Nazis rolled into Rome. The
Fascist Jews said nothing would happen."
The chief rabbi, Israel Zolli, an anti-Fascist, warned the
community that it must get ready, for example hiding
synagogue lists. After the war Rabbi Zolli converted to
Catholicism, and "with that he got totally airbrushed
out of history".
"The Rabbi of Rome and the Bishop of Rome both saved
thousands of Jewish lives, and deserve fairer
assessment," Mr Fischer said.
He said he expected a backlash against his comments,
but hoped fair-minded people would read the book.
He conceded there was evidence of a Croatian Catholic
pipeline through which Nazis escaped after the war,
and said that if Pius knew about it he should be
"pinged" for it.
http://www.smh.com.au/world/former-pope-unfairlycriticised-by-jewish-lobby-fischer-201308042r7hv.html#ixzz2b6Pzw4za

______________________________________________________________

Pope's bad name due to 'hardliners who get their daily feed from Jerusalem'

Australian ex-deputy PM slams ‘Jewish lobby’ over Pius criticism
Tim Fischer’s assertions, published in new book, is
‘standard anti-Semitic fare,’ says head of Wiesenthal Center’s Israel office
By Raphael Ahren August 5, 2013, 2:32 pm
A former deputy prime minister of Australia has
become “increasingly shrill” in its criticism of the pope,
attacked the “Jewish lobby” for what he considers
he said.
unfair treatment of pope Pius XII, prompting Jewish
“The American Jewish lobby is run by hardliners who
groups to accuse him of anti-Semitism.
get their daily feed from Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, and
In an interview with Australian media, Tim Fischer
will cut no slack in terms of Israel’s policies in the West
suggested that a “Jewish lobby” controlled by Israel
Bank,” Fischer wrote in a new book about his term as
silences attempts to defend the wartime pope’s record.
ambassador to the Holy See, which ended last year.
This lobby needed “momentum and profile” and had
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Jewish groups often criticize Pius XII for his behavior
during the Holocaust, lamenting that he did not vocally
oppose the Nazis.
But Fischer, who served as Australia’s deputy prime
minister from 1996 until 1999, contended that Pius did
save thousands of Jews in Italy but “gets zero credit,”
according to a report in Fairfax Media, an Australian
media company.
“In fact, according to Mr. Fischer, Pius instructed
Catholics to help Jews, hiding hundreds in convents,
monasteries and the Vatican. The Nazis rounded up
1,002 of Rome’s 8,000 Jews in 1943 and sent them to

Auschwitz, but the other 7,000 were saved,” the
Australian media conglomerate reported.
In “Holy See, Unholy Me: 1000 Days in Rome,” which
hit bookstands last week in Melbourne, Fischer
identified Israeli government spokesperson Mark Regev
“as a key figure” regarding the Jewish lobby’s media
power, according to Fairfax. The Jews’ prowess in
manipulating public opinion beats that of the Vatican,
Fischer reportedly said, adding that their tactics “are
about representing a cause and maintaining influence
and power.”

Former Deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer, right, is introduced to Pope Benedict XVI, left, by Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd, center, at a farewell ceremony at Sydney airport on July 21, 2008. Photo credit: AP/Andrew Brownbill

Regev, who was born and raised in
Melbourne before he immigrated to
Israel, said he had no comment
about Fischer’s allegations.
“This is very standard anti-Semitic
fare,” said Efraim Zuroff, the
director of the Simon Wiesenthal
Center’s Israel office. “This is one of
the classic fundamentals of antiSemitic propaganda: the notion of
Jews
controlling
world,
either
through financial markets or the
media, or both. People conjure up a
specter of nefarious international
conspiracy run by Jews.”
Zuroff opined that Fischer was
using the accusations as a way to
drum up sales.
Fischer told Fairfax he expected to
be criticized for his comments, “but
hoped fair-minded people would
read the book.”

In the book, Fischer wrote that
“Jewish
lobby’s”
influence
in
sullying the name of the Vatican
bubbled to the surface when an
Israeli diplomat ostensibly defended
Pope Pius’s wartime record but later
partially retracted his statement
after a huge backlash from Jewish
organizations.
In 2011, Israeli ambassador to the
Holy See Mordechai Levy said that
“it would be a mistake to say that
the Catholic Church, the Vatican
and the pope himself opposed
actions to save the Jews. To the
contrary, the opposite is true.”
The comments were conceived to
be surprisingly warm, since Israel
and Jewish groups had hitherto
accused Pius of not having used his
prominent position to forcefully

protest the Nazi extermination of
the Jews.
“For any ambassador to make such
specious comments is morally
wrong. For the Israeli envoy to do
so
is
particularly
hurtful
to
Holocaust survivors who suffered
grievously
because
of
Pius’s
silence,” said Elan Steinberg, the
vice president of the American
Gathering of Holocaust Survivors
and
their
Descendants.
Other
Jewish organizations made similar
comments, prompting Levy to
quickly issue a clarification.
“Given the fact that this context is
still under the subject of ongoing
and future research, passing my
personal historical judgment on it
was premature,” the diplomat
stated.
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Fischer told Fairfax that he thought
Levy was forced into a “humiliating
backdown.”
“Further,
the
moment
any
suggestion is made to consider Pius
XII for beatification and sainthood,
they hit out at close to full power
and use all media avenues to stamp
it out,” he said.
Officially, Israel identifies with
criticism over Pius’s alleged silence
yet calls for more work to be done
to better assess the historical facts.
“It is the known position of many
among Jewish communities and in
Israel that Pius remained silent
when a strong moral voice needed
to be raised,” Foreign Ministry
spokesman Yigal Palmor said. “His
historical role, however, must be
determined by historians who need
free and full access to relevant
archives [in the Vatican].”
Last
year,
the
Yad
Vashem
Holocaust museum, based on new
research, changed the wording on
one of its panels to soften its
criticism of Pius. It used to state
that the pope “did not intervene”
when the Nazis deported Jews from
Rome to Auschwitz. Now it says
that he “did not publicly protest.”
The text further says that Pius
“abstained from signing the Allied

declaration
condemning
the
extermination of the Jews” in 1942.
The new text notes that critics
consider the pontiff’s lack of public
protest a “moral failure,” while
defenders
emphasize
that
his
neutrality
“prevented
harsher
measures against the Vatican and
the Church’s institutions throughout
Europe,
thus
enabling
a
considerable number of secret
rescue activities to take place at
different levels of the Church.”
The panel at the museum now ends
with this sentence: “Until all
relevant material is available to
scholars, this topic will remain open
to further inquiry.”
Fischer, a 67-year-old Vietnam War
veteran,
is
no
stranger
to
controversy surrounding Israel.
In 1997, when he was deputy prime
minister, he withdrew an invitation
to Australia he had previously
extended to Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat, because then-prime
minister John Howard felt such a
visit was “inappropriate.” At the
time, the Palestinian representative
in Australia said pressure from local
Jewish groups were behind the
cancellation,
although
senior
community officials said they had
nothing to do with it.

In
2006,
Fischer
stated
unequivocally
that
an
Israeli
bombing of the USS Liberty during
the Six Day War was “a deliberate
attack by the Israeli air force.”
Both Washington and Jerusalem
investigated
the
incident
and
concluded that the attack, which
killed 34 crew members, was an
accident, although some survivors
claim it was deliberate.

Pope Pius XII (photo credit:
Wikipediacommons/Ambrosius007

“By
resurrecting
this
long
discredited calumny, the only thing
Fischer proves is his own deepseated bias against Israel,” Ted
Lapkin, the director of policy
analysis at the Australia Israel and
Jewish Affairs Council, responded at
the time to Fischer’s assertion.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/aust
ralian-ex-deputy-pm-slams-jewishlobby-over-pius-criticism/

_____________________________________________
Infowars compares baby-killers to "holocaust deniers"

Infowars article mischaracterizes sincere truthseekers, calls
advocates of infanticide "the new holocaust deniers"
By Martin Hill, LibertyFight.com, August 5,
advocates
to
"modern-day
An article by Mike Adams of
holocaust deniers."
NaturalNews.com which is posted at
It should be pointed out that Adams
Infowars.com
has
compared
begins with a waffly apologist
infanticide advocates (those in favor
remark insisting that his article is
of killing live, born babies) to
not about the abortion debate itself,
holocaust deniers.
but rather only applicable to babies
The July 29th article, titled MSNBC
after they are born:
host says newborn infants don't
"That's why I need to premise this
count as 'alive', criticizes MSNBC TV
article with a disclaimer: This article
host
Melissa
Harris-Perry
and
is not about abortion. It's about the
rightly asserts that killing a live
murder of children after they are
baby is plainly murder and an
born. Because once a child is born
outrageous thing for an tv host to
alive, terminating that life is no
advocate.
longer a "choice" - it's murder by
However, Adams then goes on to
every legal and moral standard.
repeatedly
compare
infanticide

2013
Because while abortion friends and
foes can argue about when life
begins in the womb, no one
disagrees that a child born alive is,
well, ALIVE... do they?"
In his article, Adams derides the
"radical left" no less than six times,
"radical leftist ideology" once, "the
left" once, "liberals" five times, and
"pro-abortion liberals" once. Yet he
can't even find the courage to leave
out his apologetic disclaimer and
insist that not only is infanticide
wrong, but that all abortion,
regardless
of
what
stage
of
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pregnancy it occurs at, is wrong
too.
As an actual Christian pro-lifer, I
can state unapologetically and
unequivocally
that
abortion
is
murder just as infanticide is. One is
not better or worse than the other.
Murder, the taking of a human life,
is a sin that cries out to heaven for
vengeance, and there's no need to
apologize to those who advocate
'early term' abortions.
Below are some excerpts from
Adams' Infowars article. Adams
repeatedly asserts that those who
support killing babies after they are
born are "modern-day holocaust
deniers,"
"the
new
holocaust
deniers," and part of a "Hitler-style
holocaust support network" with a
"despicable,
if
not
downright
demonic" agenda. Adams even
invokes an image of "a chorus of
hooded Satan worshippers drinking
the blood of the dead fetus" after
comparing them to "holocaust
deniers." A bit melodramatic for
sure.
I agree with Adams that infanticide
is evil; and unlike Adams, who's not
willing to go this far for some
reason, I would contend that
abortion is also purely evil and
demonically
inspired.
However,
"holocaust denial," or "historical
revisionism" as it's often referred
to, is not 'demonic,' it's not 'evil,'
and it's not akin to infanticide,
eugenics, or abortion. True and
legitimate historical revisionism is
not motivated by a desire for
murder or by a racial or religious
prejudice, as is often falsely
asserted. Revisionism is most often
a serious, non-emotional scholarly
examination of historical events, an
examination of data on the alleged
gas chambers, and a study of the
events surrounding World War II.
For Adams to feel the need to liken
eugenicists and baby-killers to
'holocaust deniers' and to compare
holocaust deniers to so-called

"leftists" no less than fourteen
times
reveals
a
serious
misunderstanding, or worse yet,
perhaps a purposeful deceptiveness
on the part of the author. If
anything, 'leftists' wholeheartedly
agree with and vehemently defend
the official mainstream holocaust
narrative
parroted
by
the
establishment, the government,
and the media. That official
narrative is also parroted by
Infowars, I might add, a site which
usually scoffs at and seeks to
entirely discredits the government
narrative of historical events. I
guess the official holohoax fable is
the one thing that Infowars and the
Government will always agree on
100%.
Holocaust deniers are not "death
worshippers"
as
Adams
calls
infanticide advocates. If anything,
holocaust deniers try to deconstruct
the false basis for all the modern
world wars, and want to stop the
misguided blatantly evil empirical
foreign policy, which is largely
based on blind loyalty to Israel and
their endless promotion of wars and
the deaths of millions of innocents
worldwide.
Those of us who have examined the
holocaust narrative and realized
that it is to a large degree a
'holohoax,' so to speak, have come
to this conclusion based on a
completely
unemotional
examination of historical facts and
research. People such as Bishop
Richard Williamson, Michael A.
Hoffman, Ernst Zundel, David
Cole/Stein, Deanna Spingola, Dr.
Nicholas Kollerstom, Hutton Gibson
and groups such as the Institute for
Historical
Review,
and
the
Committee for Open Debate on the
Holocaust (CODOH), as well as the
plethora of well researched and
sincere anti-Zionists out there, are
not advocates of killing babies.

Holocaust denial and infanticide
have nothing whatsoever to do with
each other.
And that, my friends, plain and
simply sets the record straight.
***
Martin
Hill
is
a
Catholic
paleoconservative and civil rights
advocate. His work has been
featured in the Los Angeles Daily
News, San Gabriel Valley Tribune,
The
Orange
County
Register,
KNBC4 TV Los Angeles, The Press
Enterprise,
LewRockwell.com,
WhatReallyHappened.com,
Infowars.com,
PrisonPlanet.com,
Economic
Policy
Journal,
FreedomsPhoenix, Haaretz, TMZ,
Veterans Today, Jonathan Turley
blog, The Dr. Katherine Albrecht
Show,
National
Motorists
Association,RomanCatholicReport.co
m, Republic Broadcasting Network,
WorldNetDaily,
OverdriveOnline.com,
EducateYourself.org, Dr. Kevin Barrett's
Truth Jihad radio show, Strike-TheRoot.com, ActivistPost.com, Los
Angeles
Catholic
Lay
Mission
Newspaper,
KFI
AM
640,
IamtheWitness.com, Redlands Daily
Facts, BlackBoxVoting, The Michael
Badnarik Show, The Wayne Madsen
Report, Devvy.com, Rense.com,
The Contra Costa Times, Pasadena
Star News, Silicon Valley Mercury
News, Long Beach Press Telegram,
Inland Valley Daily Bulletin, L.A.
Harbor Daily Breeze, CopBlock.org,
DavidIcke.com,
Whittier
Daily
News, KCLA FM Hollywood, The
Fullerton Observer, Antiwar.com,
From The Trenches World Report,
and many others. Archives can be
found at LibertyFight.com and
DontWakeMeUp.Org.
http://libertyfight.com/2013/infowa
rs_compares_baby_killers_to_holoc
aust_deniers.html
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How Entertainers Are Bullied Into Not Performing In Israel
OP/ED By: By Abraham Cooper & Harold Brackman, 7/25/2013 @ 8:00AM
Israeli fans of golden oldies won’t
despite brutal Chinese repression in
among the world’s leading Israel
be hearing Eric Burdon grind out
Tibet, when an official performance
bashers—who ultimately couldn’t
his signature House of The Rising
of Richard III in Mandarin was
stomach BDS hypocrisy, scolding
Sun. The
lead Animals singer
presented. Around the same time,
the Movement’s leaders: “Stop
canceled his appearance, a victim of
“Beethovians for Boycotting Israel”
trying to be so clever, because
intimidation including death threats
sang their own version of the Ode
you’re only clever in your cult. . .
to stay away from the Jewish state.
to Joy repeatedly during a concert
[It is] not an accident, an unwitting
Welcome to the ‘pro-peace’ bullies
by the Israeli Philharmonic at
omission, that BDS does not
of theBoycott/Divestment/Sanctions
London’s Royal Albert Hall.
mention Israel: they know it will
(BDS) campaign, a movement
Some celebrities who have caved to
split
the
movement,
because
whose public face is a “nonviolent
pressure—such as Meg Ryan, Carlos
there’s
a
large
segmentpressure to end the Occupation”—
Santana, Elvis Costello, and Stevie
component-of the movement that
but whose thinly-veiled tactics
Wonder, Snoop Dogg—gave the
wants to eliminate Israel.”
range
from
“shunning”
to
excuse of “scheduling conflicts.”
For
every Animal scared
away,
threatening celebrities who refuse
The
mastermind
behind
this
there
are
plenty
of
A-list
to cave to the ‘big lie’ that Israel is
madness emanates from Omar
entertainers
showcasing
their
an ‘apartheid state.’
Barghouti,
cofounder
of
the
talents in Israel to their Jewish and
Palestinian
Campaign
for
the
Arab fans—including Aerosmith,
Academic and Cultural Boycott of
Celine Dion, Lady Gaga, and Justin
Israel (PACBI). Born in Qatar and
Timberlake.
When Color
brought up in Egypt, Barghouti
Purple author
Alice
Walker—a
graduated from Columbia University
fanatical BDSer who won’t even
before attending the Philosophy
allow her novel to be translated into
Department at Tel Aviv University.
Hebrew—demanded that R&B star
His
“ethical
theory”
for
Alicia Keys not perform in Israel to
brainwashing the celebrati against
avoid the “soul danger” of visiting
Israel is actually borrowed from
“an apartheid country” practicing a
pre-WWII Italian Marxist theorist
discrimination
worse
than
Antonio Gramsci who argued that
“American apartheid,” The 14-time
the way to defeat the enemy was
Grammy winner answered this way:
US singer-songwriter Stevie Wonder
not
through
economic
struggles
“I look forward to my first visit to
(Image credit: AFP/Getty Images
via @daylife)
waged by workers, but rather by
Israel. Music is a universal language
BDS’ fixation on celebrities into
achieving “hegemony” over elite
that is meant to unify audiences in
taking outlandish positions on the
institutions and popular culture.
peace and love, and that is the
Mideast makes perfect sense. In our
But while BDSers may be gleeful
spirit of our show.” By performing
world, Celebrity=Media coverage.
about their latest success in scaring
in Tel Aviv on July 4th, Keys
UK’s self-anointed celebrity Middle
off Eric Burdon from Israel, what
declared her independence from
East activists have brought a
have they actually accomplished?
intimidation and blackmail.
certain panache and chutzpah to
They haven’t improved the life of a
Memo to Palestinians and their
their hypocritical anti-Israel street
single Palestinian. They haven’t won
supporters: want peace? Make a
theatre. Last year, a letter signed
over a single Israeli that there is
gesture to your Israeli neighbors
by three-dozen British celebrities,
real hope for “the peace process.”
that you are serious and send the
including actress Emma Thompson,
Quite the opposite. BDSers have
BDSer bigots packing.
followed
unsuccessful
Cooper is associate dean of, the
just made it harder for shuttle
Simon
Wiesenthal
Center
and
demonstrations
to
force
a
diplomat John Kerry–who just
Brackman,
a
historian,
is
a
cancellation at London’s Old Globe
convinced Israeli PM Netanyahu to
consultant to the Simon Wiesenthal
Theater of a Hebrew language
release dozens of jailed Palestinian
Center.
performance of The Merchant of
terrorists with as a gesture to PA
http://www.forbes.com/sites/reals
Venice by Israel’s renowned Habima
President Mahmoud Abbas ahead of
pin/2013/07/25/how-entertainersTheater. Habima’s alleged crime: “
renewed direct peace talks.
are-bullied-into-not-performing-ina shameful record of involvement
The BDS smokescreen that its
israel
with illegal Israeli settlements in
boycott is only a limited, peaceful
Occupied Palestinian Territory.” Of
strategy to force Israel out of
course,
these
cultural
icons’
“Occupied Palestinian territories” is
selective outrage was absent,
a lie. Just ask Norman Finkelstein—
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>>IT IS O.K. FOR JEWS TO BOYCOTT BUT
NOT O.K. FOR OTHERS TO BOYCOTT JEWS<<
_______________________________________

Sydney U. against BDS,
but not taking any action against BDS professor
By YONAH JEREMY BOB, 08/08/2013 16:50

Legal NGO Shurat HaDin had filed complaint against associate Prof. Jake Lynch for public support of
Israel boycotts.
“The University of Sydney does not
consider the Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions policy appropriate and it is not
University of Sydney policy,” Dean
Duncan Ivison of the Faculty of Arts and
Social Sciences said.
He was responding to inquiries on the
recent lawsuit filed by the Shurat HaDin
Legal Action Center against Prof. Jake
Lynch.
At the same time, said Ivison, “we
encourage academics to contribute to
public debate and deliberations on
issues spanning local, national and
international boundaries within their
area of expertise, in conformity with the
law and the policies and obligations of
the university. For this reason the
university does not intend to take any
specific further action on this matter.”
While attempts were made to reach
Lynch, the only response was an
automatic email indicating that he was
on research leave until February 2014.
Ivison clarified that the leave was
unrelated to the events of the case and
was scheduled beforehand.
In an online post on June 25, Lynch
wrote that “the charge that the Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions campaign
against Israel is anti-Semitic fails its
only salient test. The target of BDS is
not Jews or Judaism, but militarism and
lawlessness, argues Jake Lynch.”
On July 31, Shurat HaDin filed a class
action complaint with the Australian
Human Rights Commission over Lynch’s
participation in and public support of
boycotts of Israel.
According to Shurat HaDin, faculty and
students at the University of Sydney
recently called for severing links with
Israeli institutions, “actions that would
be deemed racist and in violation of
Australian federal anti-discrimination
laws.”
The complaint – which Shurat HaDin’s
solicitor Alexander Hamilton filed under
Australia’s Racial Discrimination Act
1975 – is the “first time that a Racial

Discrimination Act action has been
launched in Australia against those
promoting boycotts, sanctions and
divestment (BDS) against the Jewish
state,” the NGO said.

Boycotting Israel Photo: REUTERS
“It is the first time that Australia’s antiracism laws have been utilized against
those seeking to harm Israeli academics
or businesses because of their national
origin,” it continued.
Ivison said that despite the lawsuit, “the
university
has
received
no
communication from the Human Rights
Commission concerning the matter.”
He added that regarding the validity of
the discrimination claim, “the university
has no comment to make on the legal
issues around the lawsuit.”
In its letter to the commission, Shurat
HaDin pointed out that the Racial
Discrimination Act made it unlawful for
anyone “to do any act involving a
distinction, exclusion...
or preference based on race... or
national or ethnic origin which has the
purpose... of nullifying or impairing...
fundamental freedom in the... economic,
social, cultural or any other field of
public life.”
The complaint also noted that any
boycott of Israeli “settlement products,”
such as SodaStream and Ahava, harmed
Palestinian economic interests, since the
factories employed many Palestinian
workers and provided an important
source of income for local families and
villages.

This past semester, the university’s
student
body
endorsed
Lynch’s
academic boycott of Israel, Shurat
HaDin said.
Regarding the university’s relations with
Israeli academics and Israel in general,
Ivison said that “the university takes no
particular position on Israel nor on any
other
country
with
which
our
government
maintains
diplomatic
relations.”
Shurat HaDin said Lynch had publicly
announced his refusal to work with Prof.
Dan Avnon of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem’s political science department
and also called for a boycott of the
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology
in Haifa.
Shurat HaDin said it had warned Lynch
last month to cease participation “in
unlawful, and racist, boycott activity.”
The legal NGO added that Lynch had
ignored its warning.
Next, the it said that authorities such as
the Anti-Defamation League and the
Simon
Wiesenthal
Center
had
recognized the BDS movement as antiSemitic.
Hamilton called the BDS movement
“racist by its own definition, because it
seeks to discriminate and impose
adverse preference based on Israeli
national origin and Jewish racial and
ethnic
origin
of
people
and
organizations.”
Related:
Stephen Hawking reaffirms support
of Israel boycott
PA Economy Minister walks out of
BDS conference
http://www.jpost.com/Internation
al/Sydney-U-against-BDS-but-nottaking-any-action-against-BDSprofessor-322496
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Wiesenthal Center calls for boycott of ‘Hitler wine’
Italian vintners sell popular line of bottles glorifying Nazis and other dictators
By LAZAR BERMAN August 9, 2013, 12:46 am

Website of Italian winemakers showing their series featuring Hitler and other dictators. photo credit: screencapture
The Simon Wiesenthal Center is
urging wine distributors to boycott
Italian
winemakers VinaLunardelli for selling a
line of Nazi and fascist branded
wines
The company has created a cult
following featuring labels portraying
Adolph Hitler over Nazi slogans,
including ‘Mein Fuehrer,’ ‘Seig Heil,’ and
‘Ein Volk, Ein Reich, Ein Führer.’
“Enough is enough,” said the center’s
Marvin Hier and Abraham Cooper in a
statement. “We first protested the
marketing of ‘Führerwein’ by an Italianbased company in 1995. Now an
expanded line of wines that demean,
diminish and mock Hitler’s victims are
promoted on a slick website.”

According to the company’s website,
Vina Lunardelli was founded in 1967.
The Historical Series, of which the Nazi
bottles are a part, was started in 1995,
and is intended to “remind us of the life
lives (sic) of celebrated personages of
Italian and world political history such as
Che Guevera, Churcill (sic), Francesco
Guiseppe,
Gramsci,
Hitler,
Marx,
Mussolini, Napoleon and Sissi,” the
website
reads.
The
family-owned
company dedicates half of its production
to the controversial line, which now has
over 50 different labels.
“We reject the cynical notion by the
company’s owner that this wine is
marketed as ‘a joke gift’,” declared the
Wiesenthal Center. “We agree totally
with the sentiments expressed recently
by a shocked Norwegian tourist when he

found the wine on sale in Rimini, Italy:
There can only be two kinds of people
who are buying this wine: you have
people who actually identify with these
kinds of thoughts, and you have young
people who haven’t lived through the
Second World War, so they think it’s
funny, it is almost a joke.”
The Wiesenthal Center called on Italian
and international wine distributors to
refuse
to
carry
Vina
Lunardelli’s
products.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/wie
senthal-center-calls-for-boycott-ofhitler-wine/

____________________________________________________

Dash in the pan? Privacy ban mooted after Russian dashcam videos storm web
Published time: August 06, 2013 15:23, Edited time: August 06, 2013 17:58
Dashboard cameras in Russian cars
catch everything from driving offences
to meteors, racking up numerous hits on
YouTube. RT sums up what the world
will miss if the country’s MPs succeed in
banning dashcam videos from being
posted on the internet.
If it weren’t for dashboard cams the
world would have never seen the
11,000-ton meteor hitting the Siberian
city of Chelyabinsk this February, as well
tons of other breathtaking, bizarre and
hilarious
vids.

Russia has become the global dashcam
authority because, “of the 40 million
drivers in this country, every ninth
driver has a video recorder,” automotive
journalist Aleksandr Pikulenko told RT,
citing the stats from his Sobesednik.ru
portal.
Vehicle owners say the camera is
sometimes the only way to prove their
innocence to the police, with a high
number of traffic accidents in Russia.
Police have registered over 83,000

incidents since the start of the year, in
which more than 10,000 lives were lost.
There’s also never a dull moment on
Russian roads, with people throwing – or
pretending to throw - themselves at cars
to collect injury money and things like
boats, tanks and fighter jets whizzing
by.
The head of the Duma’s information
policy committee, Aleksey Mitrofanov,
has recently proposed the prohibit
posting dash cam videos on the internet
for violating people’s privacy, but legal
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expert Ruslan Konorev says the MPs will
have tough hill to climb because “there
is no clear definition of privacy in the
Constitution” and it needs to be

specified
in
civil
legislation.
Watch more in RT’s Lindsay France’s
report.

http://rt.com/news/dashcamvideo
s-russia-privacy-111/

_______________________________________________________________________

Leader appoints Ahmadinejad to Expediency Council
Mon Aug 5, 2013 10:14AM

Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei
Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed Ali
Khamenei has appointed former Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad to the Expediency Council.
In a decree on Monday, the Leader appointed Ahmadinejad to
the council on the grounds of his “invaluable efforts” during his
two terms of presidency.
In a meeting with Ahmadinejad and the administration’s
cabinet members on July 14, the leader praised their efforts.
“Some even deny the administration’s concrete actions, but
what matters is that the efforts and attempts be expressed
and recorded in the country’s public scene,” Ayatollah
Khamenei stated.
Ahmadinejad was replaced by Iran’s new president Hassan
Rohani who was endorsed by Ayatollah Khamenei on
Saturday. He took the oath of office on Sunday at Majlis.
Rohani won the June 14 presidential election with 50.7 percent
of a total of 36, 704, 156 ballots. Voter turnout in the election
was 72.7 percent.
MYA/NN/HMV

ed note--for those who wonder what the implications of this
are, the following is a description of what the Expediency
Council is--'
EXPEDIENCY COUNCIL
In 1988, when stalemates between Parliament and the Council
of Guardians proved intractable, Ayatollah Khomeini created
the Expediency Council and charged it with mediating disputes
between the two bodies. Now, according to the constitution,
the Expediency Council serves as an advisory body to the
Supreme Leader, making it one of the most powerful
governing bodies in the country, at least in name.
The council is currently headed by former President Ali Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani, and the majority of its 34 members hail
from the conservative parties. It has sided, for the most part,
with the conservative Council of Guardians in its disputes with
Parliament.
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/08/05/317286/ah
madinejad-in-expediency-council/

_____________________________________________
Five hundred new fairytales discovered in Germany
Collection of fairytales gathered by historian Franz Xaver von Schönwerth
had been locked away in an archive in Regensburg for over 150 years
Victoria Sussens-Messerer, theguardian.com, Tuesday 6 March 2012 02.25 AEST
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Spinning a yarn … King Golden Hair, one of the newly-discovered fairytales. Illustration: Barbara Stefan
A whole new world of magic animals,
with such a sensitive ear." Grimm went
Eichenseer says the fairytales are not
brave young princes and evil witches
so far as to tell King Maximilian II of
for children alone. "Their main purpose
has come to light with the discovery of
Bavaria that the only person who could
was to help young adults on their path
500 new fairytales, which were locked
replace him in his and his brother's work
to adulthood, showing them that
away in an archive in Regensburg,
was Von Schönwerth.
dangers
and
challenges
can
be
Germany for over 150 years. The tales
Von Schönwerth compiled his research
overcome through virtue, prudence and
are part of a collection of myths,
into a book called Aus der Oberpfalz –
courage."
legends and fairytales, gathered by the
Sitten und Sagen, which came out in
In 2008, Eichenseer helped to found the
local
historian
Franz
Xaver
von
three volumes in 1857, 1858 and 1859.
Franz Xaver von Schönwerth Society, an
Schönwerth
(1810–1886)
in
the
The book never gained prominence and
interdisciplinary committee devoted to
Bavarian region of Oberpfalz at about
faded into obscurity.
analysing his work and publicising it.
the same time as the Grimm brothers
While sifting through Von Schönwerth's
She is keen to see the tales available in
were collecting the fairytales that have
work, Eichenseer found 500 fairytales,
English, and a Munich-based English
since charmed adults and children
many of which do not appear in other
translator, Dan Szabo, has already
around the world.
European fairytale
collections.
For
begun work on stories ranging from a
Last year, the Oberpfalz cultural curator
example, there is the tale of a maiden
miserly farmer and a money-mill to a
Erika Eichenseer published a selection of
who escapes a witch by transforming
turnip princess.
fairytales
from
Von
Schönwerth's
herself into a pond. The witch then lies
"Schönwerth's legacy counts as the
collection, calling the book Prinz
on her stomach and drinks all the water,
most significant collection in the
Roßzwifl. This is local dialect for "scarab
swallowing the young girl, who uses a
German-speaking world in the 19th
beetle". The scarab, also known as the
knife to cut her way out of the witch.
century," says Daniel Drascek, a
"dung beetle", buries its most valuable
However, the collection also includes
member of the society and a professor
possession, its eggs, in dung, which it
local versions of the tales children all
in the faculty of language, literature and
then rolls into a ball using its back legs.
over the world have grown up with
cultural sciences at the University of
Eichenseer sees this as symbolic for
including Cinderella and Rumpelstiltskin,
Regensburg.
fairytales, which she says hold the most
and which appear in many different
http://www.theguardian.com/book
valuable treasure known to man:
versions across Europe.
s/2012/mar/05/five-hundredancient knowledge and wisdom to do
Von Schönwerth was a historian and
fairytales-discovered-germany
with human development, testing our
recorded what he heard faithfully,
limits and salvation.
making no attempt to put a literary
***
Von Schönwerth spent decades asking
gloss on it, which is where he differs
Read one of the fairytales:
country folk, labourers and servants
from the Grimm brothers. However,
The Turnip Princess
about local habits, traditions, customs
says Eichenseer, this factual recording
and history, and putting down on paper
adds to the charm and authenticity of
***
what had only been passed on by word
the material. What delights her most
[Compare this story with the
of mouth. In 1885, Jacob Grimm said
about the tales is that they are
gruesome fairy stories of the
this about him: "Nowhere in the whole
unpolished. "There is no romanticising
Old & New Testament and
of Germany is anyone collecting
or attempt by Schönwerth to interpret
Holocaust-Shoah – ed. AI.]
[folklore] so accurately, thoroughly and
or develop his own style," she says.
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The Greatest Deception
How Zionism Hides Itself In The Christian And Muslim World

MUSLIMS AND CHRISTIANS OF THE MIDDLE-EAST, HEED MY WORDS…
You have been victims of a divide-andconquer strategy that has completely
demoralized your people, created strife
and tension and disunity which has
successfully pitted Shia against Sunni,
Muslim
against
Christian,
Kurdish
against their neighbors, and vice-versa
on all previous groups mentioned, all
benefitting the furtherance of “The
Jewish Utopia.”
http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?
p=70583
It is zionism/Israel/zOGs-of-USA-UKEtc.,
that
are
MANIPULATING,
FINANCING,
RADICALIZING,
and
COORDINATING the proxies known as
“the rebels” in Syria, as they did in
Libya; however, there is one very big
difference between what they did in
Libya, to what they are doing in Syria:
THE WORLD NOW KNOWS WHO IS
BEHIND “the rebels.”
Once the veneer had been lifted-off of
the intended obfuscation/lie that the
“Arab Spring” happened all on its own,
and “the Libyan people revolted” and
“the Syrian people revolted” and on and
on it went, the people affected
PERSONALLY by all of this evil began to
seriously soul-search and question all
that they were told previously about
who is right and who is wrong and who
is doing what to whom for whatever
reason(s), and then discovered the ugly
truth(s), first said by a few who were

ignored, the world may have been able
to prevent so much catastrophe if only
“the people” affected by the subterfuge
and treason by the “usual-suspects” had
only believed the truths spoken by these
few. As one commentator stated–“This
has become known as the Arab
Spring. Unfortunately, like all their
previous struggles, there is a
poisonous snake in the background,
which
covertly
is
directing
and orchestrating this Arab Spring
to reap its fruits for itself.”
I tire of repeating myself as what I am
saying in this essay I, and a growing
number of others, have repeated
literally hundreds of times personally inwriting, but it is necessary because of
the importance of what is being
repeated, and for the fact that obviously
the information has not reached enough
people, and those individuals and
groups
with
the
power
and
gravitas/influence
to
get
started
motivating people to speak-out and help
change what is happening to OUR
planet, not just what is happening to
people in other nations, or with other
religions.
It is becoming more and more known
that there are very serious allegations
that the Saudi “royals” are really cryptoJews installed by the zionist-controlled
British after WW1. Other evidenced
allegations say Ataturk was a donmeh

Jew who facilitated the destruction of
The Ottoman Empire, which absolutely
had to happen to be the catalyst of the
physical-national “founding” of Israel,
because that land was part of the
western boundary of The Ottoman
Empire, known as Palestine, as if
anyone needed to be reminded of
that. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Palestine It also must be remembered
that SUBTERFUGE is THE GREATEST
TOOL employed against humanity,
because with subterfuge, people never
can truly know who is “the good guy,”
who is “the bad guy,” what is true, what
is false, if a movement legitimate or not,
and on and on.
Now, having said all of that, people need
evidence and proofs to share with
others, and to provide a basis for the
greater-understanding of why things
have happened, and are happening, to
the people of the world as they are:
http://www.terrorismilluminati.com/blog/2002-iraqiintel-reported-wahhabis-arejewish-origin#.UfTWMonD8dV
“The U.S. Department of Defense has
released translations of a number of
Iraqi intelligence documents dating from
Saddam’s rule. One, a General Military
Intelligence Directorate report from
September
2002,
entitled
“The
Emergence of Wahhabism and its
Historical Roots”, shows the Iraqi
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government was aware of the nefarious
purposes of the Wahhabis of Saudi
Arabia, often known as Salafis, in
serving Western interests to undermine
Islam.”
“…D. Mustafa Turan wrote, in The
Donmeh Jews, that Muhammad ibn
Abdul Wahhab was a descendant of a
family of Donmeh Jews from Turkey.
The Donmeh were descendants of
followers of the infamous false-messiah
of Judaism, Shabbetai Zevi, who
shocked the Jewish world in 1666 by
converting to Islam. Viewing it as a
sacred
mystery,
Zevi’s
followers
imitated his conversion to Islam, though
secretly keeping to their Kabbalistic
doctrines. In Europe, the Shabbeteans
were eventually led a century later by
Jacob
Frank,
claiming
to
be
a
reincarnation of Zevi. And, according to
Rabbi Antelman in To Eliminate the
Opiate,
to
them
belonged
the
Rothschilds who had a hand in the
founding of the Bavarian Illuminati. The
Donmeh community of Turkey were
concentrated in the city of Salonika,
which became a hotbed of Masonic
activity, and from which the Young Turk
movement evolved, which aided in the
collapse of the Muslim empire of the
Ottoman Turks. There is evidence that
Ataturk himself, the founder of the
modern Turkish state, was of Donmeh
origin as well.
Turan maintains that Abdul Wahhab’s
grandfather, Sulayman was actually
Shulman, having belonged to the Jewish
community of Bursa in Turkey. From
there he settled in Damascus, where he
feigned Islam, but was apparently
expelled for practicing sorcery. He then
fled to Egypt and he again faced
condemnation, so made his way he to
the Hijaz, where he got married and
fathered Abdul Wahhab. According to
the report, the same is claimed in The
Donmeh Jews and the Origin of the
Saudi Wahabis, Rifat Salim Kabar.
The notion of the Saudi family being of
Jewish heritage has been published by
Mohammad Sakher, who, it is claimed,
was ordered killed by the regime for his
revelations. The report relates a similar
account, but from different sources.
According The Wahabi Movement/The
Truth and Roots, by Abdul Wahhab
Ibrahim Al-Shammari, for example, ibn
Saud is actually descended from
Mordechai bin Ibrahim bin Mushi, a
Jewish
merchant
from
Basra.
Apparently, when he was approached by
members from the Arabian tribe of
Aniza, then claimed to be one of them,
and traveled with them to Najd and his

name became Markhan bin Ibrahim bin
Musa.”
http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/201
1/11/jewish-control-of-saudiarabia.html
“…In the mid-18th century, Hempher
made contact with Wahhab in order to
set up the Wahhabi sect.
Reportedly, the purpose of the Wahhabi
sect was to bring about an Arab revolt
against the Ottomans and pave the way
for a Jewish state in Palestine.
Hempher’s memoirs are recounted by
the Ottoman writer Ayyub Sabri Pasha
in his 1888 work, ‘The Beginning and
Spreading of Wahhabism.’…”
http://www.radioislam.org/ataturk
/jewish.htm
“ZICHRON YAAKOV — There were two
questions I wanted to ask, I said over
the
phone
to
Batya
Keinan,
spokeswoman for Israeli president Ezer
Weizman, who was about to leave the
next day, Monday, Jan. 24, on the first
visit ever made to Turkey by a Jewish
chief of state. One was whether Mr.
Weizman would be taking part in an
official ceremony commemorating Kemal
Ataturk. Ms.
Kenan
checked
the
president’s itinerary, according to which
he and his wife would lay a wreath on
Ataturk’s grave the morning of their
arrival, and asked what my second
question was.
“Does President Weizman know that
Ataturk had Jewish ancestors and was
taught Hebrew prayers as a boy?”
“Of course, of course,” she answered as
unsurprisedly as if I had inquired
whether the president was aware that
Ataturk was Turkey’s national hero…”
NOW, in-light of all of this information,
what about “The Young Turks” and “The
Armenian Genocide?” That was blamed
on MUSLIMS who were TURKS, as we all
know, but WHO BENEFITED FROM THIS
MASSACRE AND SHAME THAT THIS
MASSACRE
RIGHTFULLY
SHOULD
BRING?
Again…SUBTERFUGE/DECEPTION is the
game that these creatures play so well
because anyone would do something
well if they had MILLENNIA to hone the
craft.
http://rense.com/general64/genoc
.htm
“The plans of the 1915-23 Armenian
Genocide, where a million and half
Armenians perished in a barbaric way in
their ancestral lands in modern Turkey,
actually were drawn up and were in
place by the year 1910 or 1912. There is
the book “Inner Folds of the Ottoman
Revolution” written by Mevlan Zadeh
Rifat in Turkish and published in 1929,

the author, a pro-sultan Turk, claims
that the “Armenian genocide was
decided in August 1910 and October
1911, by a Young Turk committee
composed entirely of displaced Balkan
Jews in the format of a syncretist
Jewish-Muslim sect which included
Talaat, Enver, Behaeddin Shakir, Jemal,
and Nizam posting as Muslims. It met in
the Rothschild-funded Grand Orient
loge/hotel of Salonika.” Syncretism
means a combination of different forms
of belief or practice; masonism fits that
description. As the masons started the
1897 revolution in France with the cry
“liberty, fraternity, equality,” Young
Turks used the same slogan in their
revolution of 1908….”
For ANYONE who wants to find reasons
to refute any of the above, please
include in your rebuttal WHY THE
ACTIONS OF THE PEOPLE/FAMILIES
LISTED ABOVE HAVE ONLY BENEFITED
Israel AND HAVE PAVED-THE-WAY FOR
THE CATASTROPHE THAT WE SEE
HAVING ALREADY OCCURRED TO OUR
PLANET. It must also be noted that
Saudi Arabia and The Emirate states are
not known for their generosity to the
Palestinians, but are very willing to do
business
with
the
nation
most
responsible for the policies against
Muslims and Christians in Palestine, and
elsewhere,
for
that
matter,
israel: http://www.presstv.ir/detail
/2013/07/27/315771/s-arabiaisrael-army-sign-arms-deal/
So, does anyone have a good
explanation for why this would be
happening: “Israeli Radio reported that
Saudi Arabia signed a 50-million-dollar
deal with Israeli army to supply the
foreign-backed militants with old Israeli
military equipment and arms. The
reports added that the weapons include
different kinds of anti-tank missiles,
military vehicles, artillery equipment,
and night vision devices.”
This article was published in 2010, and
exposed Israel and Saudi Arabia doing
covert deals, and I believe it is
important enough to be remembered:
“Israel Air Force aircraft dropped off
large quantities of military gear at a
Saudi Arabian military base a week ago,
in preparation for a potential attack on
Iran, a number of Iranian and Israeli
news outlets have reported.
The unconfirmed report, first published
by the semi-official Iranian news agency
Fars and the Islam Times Web site,
claimed that on June 18 and 19, Israeli
helicopters unloaded military equipment
and built a base just over 8 km. outside
the northwestern city of Tabuk, the
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closest Saudi city to Israel, located just
south of Jordan. All civilian flights into
and out of the city were said to have
been canceled during the Israeli dropoff, and passengers were reportedly
compensated by the Saudi authorities
and accommodated in nearby hotels.
The claim follows a report two weeks
ago in the London Times Magazine that
Saudi Arabia had given Israel permission
to fly through a narrow corridor of
airspace in northern Saudi Arabia so as
to shorten the flight time required for
Israeli
jets
to
reach
Iran.” http://www.jpost.com/Middle
-East/Is-Israel-arming-in-SaudiArabia
Is THIS, ladies and gentlemen, the work
of people and administration who have
the best interests of the Muslims and
Christians of the Middle-East in-mind, or
the actions of puppets of and to the
zionist cabal that has used people
pretending to be what they are not as a
strategy
throughout
history?
REMEMBER, IT IS ALWAYS ABOUT
DECEPTION BECAUSE AS LONG AS THE
PEOPLE ARE IGNORANT OF WHAT IS
REALLY HAPPENING, THE GOAL WILL BE
REACHED AND THE “CLOCK” WILL BE
RUN-DOWN DUE TO INTENTIONAL
DISTRACTIONS
PUT
IN-PLACE
TO
WASTE
TIME
AND
RESOURCES
CHASING “GHOSTS.”
If you believed that the plotting-andscheming by “Muslim”-controlled nation
of Saudi Arabia could not get any
worse, here is more: ”Saudi political
activist, known as Mujtahidd, has
revealed that Al Saud government has
helped Egyptian defense minister with
one billion dollars to topple former
president Mohamed Morsi.” Mujtahid
who has gathered lots of attention for
his tweeter campaign against Saudi
government, said in his latest tweets
that Commander-in-Chief of Egyptian
armed forces General Abdel Fattah alSisi who is also country’s defense
minister, received a one billion dollar aid
from Saudi Arabia for removing Morsi
from power on July 3.”
This was the essay that provided the
motivation for me to write this essay. I
am not in any way, shape, or form, a
supporter of Morsi or the zionist-proxy
“Muslim Brotherhood,” but I could not
ignore the apparent reality that Saudi
Arabia was intimately involved in the
tumult-and-chaos that we all now see
taking-place in Egypt, and that does
NOTHING more than further destabilize
and weaken that nation, all for the
benefit of only player in this “The Grand
Chessboard.”

I have spoken a great deal about “By
Way of Deception, Thou Shalt Do War”
which is mossad’s motto, so allow me to
give you a piece of evidence that is
quite startling in the reality that this is
admitted POLICY of those who are
making war upon various peoples and
nations
across
our
planet: http://whatreallyhappened.c
om/WRHARTICLES/deception.html
”Our motto is: ‘By way of deception,
thou shalt do war.’”
http://www.globalresearch.ca/theprovocateur-state/67
“…Back in 2002, following the trauma of
9-11, Secretary of Defense Donald H.
Rumsfeld predicted there would be more
terrorist attacks against the American
people and civilization at large. How
could he be so sure of that? Perhaps
because these attacks would be
instigated on the order of the Honorable
Mr. Rumsfeld. According to Los Angeles
Times military analyst William Arkin,
writing Oct. 27, 2002, Rumsfeld set out
to create a secret army, “a superIntelligence Support Activity” network
that would “bring together CIA and
military
covert
action,
information
warfare, intelligence, and cover and
deception,” to stir the pot of spiraling
global violence.
According to a classified document
prepared for Rumsfeld by his Defense
Science Board, the new organization–
the “Proactive, Preemptive Operations
Group (P2OG)”–would actually carry out
secret missions designed to provoke
terrorist groups into committing violent
acts. The P2OG, a 100-member, socalled “counter-terrorist” organization
with a $100-million-a-year budget,
would
ostensibly
target
“terrorist
leaders,” but according to P2OG
documents procured by Arkin, would in
fact carry out missions designed to
“stimulate reactions” among “terrorist
groups”–which,
according
to
the
Defense
Secretary’s
logic,
would
subsequently expose them to “counterattack” by the good guys. In other
words, the plan is to execute secret
military
operations
(assassinations,
sabotage, “deception”) which would
intentionally result in terrorist attacks on
innocent people, including Americans–
essentially, to “combat terrorism” by
causing it!
This notion is currently being applied to
the problem of the Iraqi “insurgency,” it
seems….”
Unfortunately, it appears that the Kurds
are the next target of “the usualsuspects” in the game of subterfuge
after the disastrous defeat of the FSA

and their fellow proxies of Israel/zionistcabal by the SAA in recent months. “The
head of Turkey’s main Kurdish party has
welcomed contacts between the Ankara
government and Syria’s Kurds, saying it
could step up pressure on Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad and help
change the course of the civil war,
Turkish intelligence officers met in
Istanbul last week with Saleh Muslim,
head of Syria’s Democratic Union Party
(PYD), a Kurdish group whose militias
have been fighting for control of parts of
Syria’s
north
near
the
Turkish
border.” http://au.news.yahoo.com/
world/a/-/world/18209869/kurdscould-help-shift-course-of-war-insyria/
If the above was not clear enough how
this game works, there is more: “It
won’t
just
affect
Turkish-Kurdish
relations but also the course of events in
Syria by creating pressure on the
regime,” he said. “Kurds can be effective
in Syria, and we need to increase
support for them. Western countries,
including the United States, should
establish proper ties with Syria’s Kurds.”
Turkey is one of the strongest backers
of the rebels seeking to topple Assad in
a war that has claimed more than
100,000 lives since March, 2011. Syria’s
ethnic Kurdish minority has been
alternately battling Assad’s forces and
the
Islamist-dominated
rebels
for
control of parts of the north.”
In order to create MORE instability,
mistrust, and confusion, a couple of
days ago on July 30, 2013, a car bomb
killed Kurdish Syrian politican Isa Huso.
What is important to note is that he was
a vocal opponent of Assad, but the
Kurds of Syria did not lay the blame on
the
Syrian
government
for
the
assassination, and this possible plan to
pull the Kurds into the fight fully against
Assad
has
apparently
completely
backfired: “Isa Huso was a member of
the Supreme Kurdish Council, aimed at
bringing together Syrian Kurdish groups,
and an opponent of President Bashar alAssad. Syria’s main Kurdish militia later
issued a call to arms to all Kurds to fight
jihadists operating in the north.” “He
(Huso) had reportedly been imprisoned
several times under Mr Assad’s rule for
campaigning against human rights
abuses…”
http://www.defence.pk/forums/mi
ddle-east-africa/268030-kurdishpolitician-syria-assasinatedjihadists.html#ixzz2afXs2XxU
If my words are not enough, then please
allow the words of CHRISTIAN Greek
Orthodox Archbishop Hanna to be the
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game-changer: “…those who bear arms
against the Syrian people and the Syrian
Army – regardless of their names and
affiliations – are mere pawns that serve
Israel and its project to divide and
control the Arab region.”
http://www.globalresearch.ca/arch
bishop-atallah-hanna-those-whobear-arms-against-syria-serveisrael/5344217
Finally, as for anyone who says that it is
“anti-Semitic” to expose the plots,
schemes, subterfuge, treason, crimesagainst-humanity, and all of the other
evil
committed
by
the
zionistcabal/Israel/various zOG’s across the
world, all that I have to say is this: THE
TRICK NO LONGER WORKS BECAUSE
PEOPLE NOW KNOW THAT IT WAS
ALWAYS NOTHING MORE THAN A
SHIELD BY WHICH THE cabal, QUITE
SUCCESSFULLY FOR DECADES, USED
TO
PROTECT
THEMSELVES
FROM
EXPOSURE AND PROSECTION FOR ALL
OF THE EVIL THAT HAS TAKEN-PLACE
TO
GET
HUMANITY
TO
THE
CATASTROPHE THAT WE ALL SEE
BEFORE US: “Anti-Semitism is a trick we
always use.”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=jUGVPBO9_cA&sns=tw
I can go on and on and this essay would
quite literally become a book, but my
point is made. The people of this planet
are very quickly, apparently, realizing
the very deep level of deception that
has been employed against them to
muddle-their-minds
and
manipulate
their feelings, actions, and beliefs, and
thankfully because of word spreading in
Arab nations, and other across the
world, NOW, FINALLY, people are

putting all of the pieces together and
reaching conclusions that may very well
change the course upon our planet and
the human-race have been manipulated
and deceived into accepting.
Like in the iconic film from the 80′s that
opened-up millions of people’s eyes to
serious inconsistencies with the world
around them, “They Live”, the people of
Syria, Arab nations, zOG-controlled
“West”, and other areas, are figuratively
putting-on-the-sunglasses and seeing
the manipulation for what it has
ALWAYS BEEN.
“The moment of revelation”:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=QVgl1HOxpj8
For those who are unaware of
information regarding Israel being
intimately involved in 911, please do not
take-off those sunglasses just yet…
The discussion that led to the essay of
“Israel Did 911, All the Proof in the
World” and a very large portion of
unabridged information that went to
create
THE
essay
on
the
subject:http://theinfounderground.c
om/smf/index.php?topic=5367.0 Th
e essay, “Israel Did 911, All the Proof in
the
World”: http://ehpg.wordpress.com
/israel-did-911/ Must-see video on
the issue that simplifies it: Dr. Alan
Sabrosky lays-out the case that Israel
did 911, AND THE MILITARY KNOWS IT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=NUbTe50UUgM and his interview on
PressTV
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=EPLU4N7gmY4
Let us, please, never forget what “Bibi”
Netanyahu said when asked about 911:

http://whatreallyhappened.com/W
RHARTICLES/fiveisraelis.html ”IT’S
VERY GOOD!…WELL NOT GOOD, BUT IT
WILL GENERATE IMMEDIATE SYMPATHY
FOR Israel.”
If “they” did it on 911, what is stopping
“the usual-suspects” from orchestrating
and carrying-out ANOTHER massive psyop on the world, just like 911, except
this time, blamed on Iran? Let’s all listen
to the words of “Patrick Clawson (exWorld Bank, ex-IMF, and now Director of
the strongly pro-Israel Washington
Institute
for
Near
East
Studies)
questioned about what would should
happen if negotiations with Tehran fail,
his response was to openly advocate a
false flag event to spark a war with
Iran.” http://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=M84l19H68mk &http://consc
iouslifenews.com/israel-lobbyistpatrick-clawson-calls-covertmeans-against-iranians-pearlharbor-style-provoke-warvideo/1138271/
As long as people are sharing
information that they find with others,
and begin using their critical-thinking
skills and asking hard questions of those
in positions of authority over them, the
deception that has been the greatest
trick-and-trap used against humanity
will no longer have its evil hold on the
masses, and in-turn, will be the catalyst
for real discussions and change to take
place in the hearts and minds of
humanity.
http://www.LindseyNarrates.wordp
ress.com
[AI does not necessarily share the views
expressed in this article – ed.]
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Drills, Props and Propaganda Predicting
Large Scale False Flag Events
Jack Mullen, Activist Post, Wednesday, August 7, 2013
A government-created fear designed to
enlist public support for controls,
legislation,
rules
and
regulation
increasing government power, while
reducing individual rights, is called a
False Flag Event (FFE). The fear is
usually something quite dramatic, like
the bombing of Pearl Harbor or the
decimation of the World Trade Centers.
But, fear can also be insidious, fanning
out slowly like carbon monoxide filling
an unventilated garage while a motor
vehicle is running. Slow FFEs include
promotional agendas regarding some
anticipated dramatic violence such as
propaganda-hyped pandemics, or the

eventual nuclear arming of Iran.
False Flag Events are the hallmark of a
tyrannical
government.
Legitimate
governments eventually evolve into
tyranny using a tool bag of tired,
repetitious applications of fear and
deceit - routinely utilizing murder,
explosions, kidnappings, rape, war, and
deception for effect. Deception is
typically deployed using mind-controlling
tools attached to information channels,
such as print media, and in modern
times, television, radio, magazines and
more.
During the later stages of a developing
tyranny, False Flag Events are an

important part of the final transition
from a government with controls
residing with those governed to a
totalitarian system where control resides
entirely
with
those
governing.
In the United States of America, the
former Federal Government has
been captured and is now occupied
by hostile foreign powers; and the
False Flag was instrumental in the
capture and subsequent usurpation
of the National Government of
America.
Beginning with the Federal Reserve Act
of 1913, a steady infiltration and
replacement of critical agencies, staff
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and
military
positions
of
power,
culminating in the assignation of John F.
Kennedy, has rendered the government
of United States Federal Government
usurped and now under the control of
International banking and insurance
corporations and their owners.

The most significant act of violence, so
far, leading to the tyranny now visible to
anyone with the courage to look, was
the False Flag Event of September 11,
2001 - the deliberate destruction of the
World Trade Centers in New York City.
The WTC FFE is very well explained in
the following video.
After the deliberately created trauma of
9-11, the American people were ready
to accept the government’s “story”
assigning responsibility for the acts of
murder, and the destruction of property
in World Trade Center complex, to a
religious and geographically positioned
group of people in the Middle East.
Although it stretches the imagination to
believe that technologically primitive
people, with little or no access to United
States flight control operations, the FAA,
and military command operations, could
conceivably coordinate what is clearly a
sophisticated, highly organized and
controlled operation causing defense
systems to stand down allowing gigantic
(target wise) planes to fly into the World
Trade
Center
buildings
and
the
Pentagon. Accepting the "story" meant
also accepting transfer of individual
rights
and
self-determination
to
collectors in the citadel of power now
occupying the former Capitol of the
United
States
of
America.
In 2013, the inhabitants of the former
United States are waking up and many
are
seeing
the
blatant
lies,
contradictions,
deception,
murder,
blackmail, extortion and corruption
manifesting within the Judicial system,
and Executive Branch and Legislative
Branches of the Governments. The
outward straightforward and unbridled
corruption now uncloaking in corridors
of power is an ominous sign: tyranny is
coming into its final expression of total
power, arrogance, and the hubris such
power must bleed.
Ongoing outright Lawless operations like
Fast and Furious, a foiled attempt by the

Justice Department and the Obama
administration to sell military-style
weapons to drug gangs in Mexico so
blow back could be used to demonize
and criticize and eventually eliminate
the
Second
Amendment
of
the
Constitution for the United States of
America, have been exposed by the
alternative media. Further atrocities
such as the murders in Tucson Arizona,
blamed on Jared Lee Loughner, the
Aurora “Batman Massacre”, blamed on
James Holmes, The Sandy Hook
Elementary School Murders, blamed on
Adam Lanza, and the Boston Marathon
Bombing, blamed on the Tsarnaev
Brothers, are False Flag Events to create
fear and use it to disarm Americans.
More recently the public has become
aware the government is lying about the
death of Osama Bin Laden, lying about
the murder of Ambassador Christopher
Stevens, lying about the death of
Michael Hastings, lying about the
perpetrators of the Boston Bombing,
and embarrassed by the Snowden
revelations
and
the
NSA’s
total
destruction
of
American
privacy.
Embarrassing a tyranny is like cornering
a snake; there’s no doubt the snake is
going to strike back. A tyranny in
construction is a paranoid, dangerously
unstable social construct, reacting with
violence to attempts at reigning in its
power and arresting the participants.
Evidence of the tyranny’s current state
of paranoia can be seen in many public
actions, including the build up of
military-style weapons such as armored
vehicles, bulletproof road booths used
for stopping traffic during searches, and
foreign troops being trained in the
United States for purposes of urban
pacification of American citizens.
Moreover, the government is buying
ammunition at rates only necessary if
they were planning to fight World War
Two again, 34 times. The military is
being prepared and trained to fight and
kill Americans. The Department of
Homeland Security has been training to
shoot and kill Americans using custom
design targets with pictures of pregnant
white women, children, elderly and
average
looking
white
American
Citizens. Note the targets are all white
people, indicating a specific interest in
decimating the white population when
the shooting starts.
Racial targeting is a time-honored
strategy of tyrannical takeovers. Racial
targeting can be used for several
reasons: one is a possible identification
of a scapegoat, allowing other races to
focus on the hated race and then

provide support to the tyranny so long
as the targeted race is seen as the
primary enemy. Another might be to
target the most likely race to oppose the
rising tyranny with racial baiting to pit
race against race, further distracting
and demonizing the targeted race,
solidifying un-targeted races behind the
actions of the tyranny.
Recently the government, through the
military, placed extraordinarily large
orders with ammunition suppliers for
standard caliber ammunition for Russian
rifles and handguns. The ostensible
reason being the depletion of these
calibers used by Americans owning
Russian weapons.
Americans are waking up in sufficient
numbers to effectively push back
against this rising tyranny - which is a
foreign
occupational
army
now
controlling the former United States
military and all key national security
strongholds.
But, with this awakening comes the
inevitable
confrontation
absolutely
necessary to take back control of the
country from
the
usurpers.
This
confrontation
is
something
the
occupational government forces must
manage and control and short circuit if
possible.
America is now at the confluence of
two great streams of power: the
government
still
officially
pretending to be legitimate and the
people still armed and beginning to
question government legitimacy.
The government is still in control; they
have the military, the soviet rhyming
Department of Homeland Security, and
the minds of most of the American
State’s law enforcement agencies. But,
Americans are still armed and many are
awake.
What can we expect next?
The effectiveness of the False Flag Event
diminishes quickly when people begin to
wake up. The Boston Bombing False
Flag Event was so poorly organized and
executed and so well documented by
private observers and people using
cameras, the government nearly lost the
pretension of authority as alternative
news groups surrounded the “officials”
and demanded answers to the blatant
discrepancies.
Next then, we can expect a much larger
and more violent attack on the American
people using government apparatus and
passed off as a terrorist attack; but this
time, the size will be so large that
questions regarding who, or what,
caused the attack, will have to wait until
Americans can deal with the enormity.
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If the terrorists now running the
usurped Federal Government do not
make their move soon, awakening
Americans will make their move.
Arrests, trials and executions are what is
required and Americans awake now
understand that nothing short of a
complete purge of the perpetrators will
take back the government lost many
years ago.
Now is the time to be vigilant to the
ways in which the government has
historically orchestrated a False Flag
Event (FFE). One consistent indicator of
a FFE is notification by the hostile
tyranny (USG) that a drill is being
planned, These drills can be in
conjunction with an already planned
event, such as during the Boston
Marathon where drills were publicized,
including the use of bomb sniffing dogs
during the day of the race. Other drills
are operated autonomously like the
numerous drills in action on the day of
September 11, 2001; see the film
above.
Drills are cover and are absolutely
necessary to give official pretense
to operations that must be carried
out in the light of day for a
successful
False
Flag
Event.
Drills are a prop, and propaganda is the
lubricant smoothing the way for props to
be placed so the FFE can proceed under
cover of daylight. Propaganda usually
comes before the drill begins, often in
the form of news releases, happily
passed along by State-run media outlets
such as CNN, MSNBC and the other
mainstream media whores regurgitating
government press releases. Standard
propaganda provides a few lines about
the “official” reason for the drill and
usually leaves the public with a feeling
of being notified and empowered, since
these drills are “naturally” being carried
out to protect the inhabitants of America
from harm - for the safety of the
children of course.
So putting this all together, we know
that the effectiveness of the FFE is
slowly coming to an end. Additionally,
because the public is aware, False Flag
Events, like the Boston Bombings, are
being photographed and filmed by
private FFE watchers to the degree that
successful use of the low-grade FFE is
soon not going to be possible.
We also know that the government is
sinking in scandals and allegations of
corruption while a waking public is
beginning to look for pitch forks.
Therefore, it would seem logical, the

usurper government would next attempt
a Large Scale False Flag Event LSFFE, to
divert attention and quickly organize
into Martial Law from which the lying,
deceitful, illegitimate government would
rise and pretend to control and
ameliorate the situation, using the crisis
for expanding powers to the point of a
total tyranny.
I also would mention, the same usurped
government has been complicit with the
owners of the banking and insurance
rackets, Wall Street, and governments
of Western nations, to create a financial
crisis concomitantly to be triggered with
a LSFFE. The financial event may begin
before, during, or after the event. A
financial crisis resulting in the total
collapse of the financial system has
been planned, coordinated and made
ready to happen during a period of a
LSFFE.
These events have a shelf life and the
expiration date is very soon. The
financial collapse can be forestalled, but
not indefinitely, and the American
people are awakening such that any
further excuse to take complete control
of America must begin shortly.
Evidence exists right now, and continues
to develop, indicating a coming LSFFE.
Please see the excellent research by
Stephanie
Sledge
at
the
thegovernmentrag.com for a list of
DRILLS in operation during the month
August.
August 2013 World Wide Military
Exercises during window of Potential
False Flag Period
One of these drills is a simulated
NUCLEAR ATTACK on Columbus Ohio in
operation until August 17th.
Other drills listed in the article include:
**05AUG2013: Thousands of soldiers
converge on Muscatatuck for disaster
training
**04Aug2013: Unleashing The Wolves?
Nuke Drills & US Embassies Closing
**04AUG2013: Many New Black Hawk
Helicopters Arriving At Tulsa National
Guard Base
**04AUG2013
–
Boston’s
Custom
Designed Terror: Operation Urban Shield
**04AUG2013 – Mock town now
exposed; Set up by U.S. Army for
domestic
urban
warfare
training
**01AUG2013:
New
Mexico
Joint
Military/Forest Service Simulated War
Zone Concerns Residents
This is just a small sampling of drills
happening around the country and
around the world which are active right
now.

Drills do not guarantee a LSFFE, but, if a
such an event does happen, it is very
likely a drill will be in operation, used as
cover and to confuse loyal and low-level
responders into thinking the real event
is actually just part of the drill. For more
information on concomitant drills during
a State sponsored terror event, research
the London Subway Bombing of July 7,
2005.
The time to take action against an
aspiring tyranny is before the final
concrete sets and the last nail is placed
in the structures of power; because,
after that point, Americans will have a
much harder and bloodier job to do if
they are ever to take back their
governments and systems and property
and country.
A final note: I continue to watch the
metals markets, as they can be used as
a bellwether for events unfolding. The
primary
gold
and
silver
metals
exchanges located in the United States
and abroad are suffering a rapid
depletion of stock, while simultaneously
precious metal prices are being forced
lower using a financial trick of selling
paper gold and silver representing real
metal that does not exist.
When the metal exchanges are depleted
of gold and silver and supplies are not
available
for
replenishment,
the
purchasing power of the dollar will
collapse
immediately
relative
to
important commodities. Physical gold
and silver prices will rise dramatically
and a financial tsunami will begin with
the collapse of gold and silver derivative
products moving into banking creditrelated
derivatives
and
finally
unleashing and unstoppable financial
collapse
(FFE)
on
unsuspecting
Americans.
Do what you can now to prepare. Be
vigilant for moving props and filter your
news for propaganda. Carry cameras
and have the courage to film and report
on corruption and unLawful government
operations. Only by exposing the
tyranny can we hope to gather enough
support to take action before the
bloodshed of a LSFFE.
Read other articles by Jack Mullen
Here
Jack Mullen has been a businessman
for more than 25 years, owning 3
radio stations, several technology
based companies and a resource
development company.
http://www.activistpost.com/2013
/08/drills-props-and-propagandapredicting.html
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